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Combinatorial Image Analysis: 14th International Workshop, IWCIA 2011Springer, 2011


	This volume includes the articles presented at the 14th International Workshop

	on Combinatorial Image Analysis, IWCIA 2011, held in Madrid, Spain, May

	23–25, 2011. The 13 previous meetings were held in Paris (France) 1991, Ube

	(Japan) 1992, Washington D.C. (USA) 1994, Lyon (France) 1995, Hiroshima

	(Japan) 1997, Madras...
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Programming Languages and Systems: 8th Asian Symposium, APLAS 2010Springer, 2010

	This volume contains the papers presented at APLAS 2010, the eighth Asian Symposium on Programming Languages and Systems, held from November 28 to December 1, 2010, in Shanghai, China. The symposium was sponsored by the Asian Association for Foundation of Software (AAFS) and Shanghai Jiao Tong University.


	APLAS is a premiere forum...
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Role Differentiation in Chinese Higher Education: Tensions between Political Socialization and Academic Autonomy (Governance and Citizenship in Asia)Springer, 2020

	
		This book examines tensions between the Chinese state and Chinese universities. It looks at the state’s demand for political socialization as a restriction on university autonomy and the university’s promotion of academic development through promoting academic freedom and fostering critical thinkers, using Jour University in...
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Su-un and His World of SymbolsAshgate, 2009
"Su-un and His World of Symbols" explores the image which Choe Che-u (Su-un), the founder of Donghak (Eastern Learning) Korea's first indigenous religion, had of himself as a religious leader and human being. Su-un gave his life so that he could share his symbols, his scriptures and the foundational principals of his religion with all...
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The Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of Finance (Blackwell Encyclopedia of Management)John Wiley & Sons, 1997

	Although the basic purposes of finance, and the nature of the core instruments used in
	attaining them, are relatively constant, recent years have seen an explosion in complexity of
	both products and techniques.


	A number of forces are driving this explosion. The first is internationalization encompassing
	a dramatic growth in...
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Advanced Topics in Global Information Management, Vol. 3Idea Group Publishing, 2004
This is the third book in a series on advanced topics in global information management (GIM). It follows GIM research and progress, and how some scholars challenge the status quo.




Advanced Topics in Global Information Management is the third in a series of books on advance topics in global information management...
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Plant and Human Health, Volume 3: Pharmacology and Therapeutic UsesSpringer, 2019

	
		Early anthropological evidence for plant use as medicine is 60,000 years old as reported from the Neanderthal grave in Iraq. The importance of plants as medicine is further supported by archeological evidence from Asia and the Middle East. Today, around 1.4 billion people in South Asia alone have no access to modern health care, and...
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The RF in RFID: Passive UHF RFID in PracticeNewnes, 2007
This book includes a survey of all RFID fundamentals and practices in the first part of the book while the second part focuses on UHF passive technology. This coverage of UHF technology and its components including tags, readers, and antennas is essential to commercial implementation in supply chain logistics and security. 

Reaaders of...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Wi-Fi Wireless NetworkingQue, 2004
Absolute Beginner's Guide to Wi-Fi is a book for beginners who want to join the Wi-Fi revolution. Using easy-to-understand language, this book teaches you all you need to know about Wi-Fi, from choosing the Wi-Fi system that is right for you to adding a Wi-Fi card and related software to finding hotspots and access...
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Consumer's Guide to Cell Phones & Wireless ServiceSyngress Publishing, 2001
Choosing the right mobile phone and service plan can be overwhelming, particularly if you travel abroad - this truly international guide is ideal for the mobile executive Experts estimate that by 2005 there will be over 1.26 billion wireless phone users around the world. (Source: Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association). It's overwhelming...
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Making Megacities in Asia: Comparing National Economic Development Trajectories (SpringerBriefs in Regional Science)Springer, 2019

	
		This book analyses and compares the development paths of five major cities in East and Southeast Asia since the early 1960s, including Ho Chi Minh City, Jakarta, Manila, Seoul, and Shanghai. In examining these five cases through a carefully crafted conceptual framework, the author excavates an understanding of the dynamics that have...
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Nutritional Management of Diabetes Mellitus and Dysmetabolic Syndrome: 11th Nestlé Nutrition Workshop, Hangzhou, October-November 2005 (Nestlé ... Clinical & Performance Program, Vol. 11)Karger, 2006

	Over the next decade, the global number of people with diabetes and at risk of diabetes and cardiovascular disease is expected to grow by 25%, largely driven by the rising prevalence of obesity and inactivity. The problem is especially serious in Asia, where the WHO predicts that in less than a decade, 60% of the worldwide population with...
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